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AMIRAN

®

AntiReflective ®
AMIRAN ® anti-reflective glass from SCHOTT
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Design recommendations
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Installation
Before and during installation precautions
should be taken to avoid mechanical damage
to the coated surfaces of the glass. During
transportation, unloading, storage and glazing all support surfaces, interlayers, suction
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should be taken to avoid damage to the glazing seals.
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occur to the coating when they are subsequently removed. If the suggested cleaning procedures do not work, the manufacturer of the glass should be consulted.

Unsuitable cleaners
All strongly alkaline caustic solutions, as well
as acids, especially hydrofluoric acid and cleaners containing fluorides, attack the antireflective surface of the glass and cause irreparable damage. Coarse cleaners, such as
scouring powder, steel wool or materials with
coarse metal threads in the weave, are un suitable, as are cleaners containing silicone.
Do not use scraper blades! Scraping with
steel blades could cause scratches on the coated surface of the glass. In the event of nonobservance of these handling instructions,
the supplier accepts no guarantee or liability.

Stubborn marks, such as paint or tar splashes
or adhesive residue, should be removed with
suitable solvents, such as methylated spirits,
acetone, trichloroethylene, cellulose thinners
or benzine. When doing this, precautions
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